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We evaluate the electron spin relaxation time connected with the exchange and annihilation interaction 
between electrons and free and bound holes. We show that this mechanism can playa determining role 
under conditions of optical orientation of electrons in semiconductors. We construct a theory of the 
electron spin relaxation when holes are strongly scattered by impurities and taking into account the fast 
relaxation of the hole spin. We show that the rate of electron spin relaxation due to holes is proportional to 
the time of interaction with the holes, i.e., the time during which the distance between them is less than 
the electron wavelength. Under conditions when this time equals the time of diffusion of holes through the 
interaction region, strong scattering of holes leads to a decrease in the electron spin relaxation time. On the 
other hand, under conditions when the hole spin relaxation time becomes less than the interaction time, 
strong hole spin relaxation leads to an increase in the electron spin relaxation time due to an efficient 
averaging of the hole spin. 

PACS numbers: 76.30.Pk, 71.70.Gm 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In experiments on the optical orientation of electrons 
in a number of crystals of the A2Ba and A3B5 groups one 
normally uses samples with a high density of equilibrium 
holes, thanks to which it is possible to observe a rather 
strong luminescence (see the surveys [1, 2]). Under those 
conditions the main mechanism for the electron spin 
relaxation may be their scattering by holes involving 
spin flip. The way the electron spin relaxation time de
pends on the hole density, in particular, the appreciable 
decrease of the electron spin relaxation time in p-type 
samples as compared to n-type samples [3] which has 
been observed in a number of papers indicates the im
portant role played by this mechanism. 

We show below that the scattering of electrons by 
holes involving spin flip may be caused both by exchange 
and by annihilation interactions which lead also to a 
longitudinal-transverse splitting of the exciton levels. 
Both these interactions have a contact characterY] 

We shall consider the scattering of electrons by holes 
involving spin flip in the Born apprOximation and we shall 
assume that the wavefunction of the electron-hole pair 
may differ from a plane wave due to the Coulomb inter
action. 

The Hamiltonian for the interaction between an elec
tron and a hole which involves spin-flip can be written 
in the form 

(1) 

where r = re - fh is the difference in the coordinates 
of the electron and the hole, aB = Ko/e 2m is the exciton 
Bohr radius (everywhere in this paper Ii = 1), m- l = mel 
+ mt:, Ko is the static dielectric constant, K = k + p is 
the total momentum of the electron-hole pair, k the 
electron momentum, and p the hole momentum. The 
operator 15 depends on the electron and hole spin opera
tors and for the different cases has the form: 

'Exchange interaction 

a) in the case of simple bands with axial symmetry[5] 

(2) 

where u and s are the electron and hole Pauli matrices, 
u± = 1/2(C1x ± ioy). For A~6 crystals for holes in the 
r g band ~1 = 0 and for cubic symmetry ~1 = ~II = ~. 
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In the case of the rs band for cubic crystals 
D=~t (10) ,(3) 

where J is the hole angular momentum operator (J = 3/2). 
(yIe dropped in (3) the small anisotropic term ~iJlai') 
We note that according to (1) the constants ~II' ~ 1, and 
~l determine the exchange splitting of the exciton ground 
state. 

Annihilation interaction 

According to[4, 5] in that case 

4ne' (P"K) (P.;K) + 

mo''KooE,' K' 
(4) 

where the matrix elements of the momentum operator 
P are taken between the initial state (vacuum) and a 
state with one electron-hole pair, K"" is the dielectric 
constant at the exciton excitation frequency, Eg the 
width of the forbidden band, and mo is the mass of a free 
electron. 

We note that the macroscopic long-range interaction 
(4) leads to a spin flip of electrons and holes only thanks 
to the spin-orbit splitting of the valence band (or the 
conduction band) as only in that case do the momentum 
matrix elements depend on the spin states of the pair. It 
is just this fact which is connected with the possibility 
for optical orientation of the electrons. Together with 
the considered spin relaxation mechanisms connected 
with the exchange of spin between an electron and a hole, 
there is also another mechanism for electron spin re
laxation which is connected with the spin-orbit interac
tion in the Coulomb field of a hole.[4] This mechanism 
equally also determines the spin relaxation involving 
scattering by impurities [6] where the contribution from 
the holes connected with the spin-orbit mechanism is 
less than the contribution connected with the scattering 
by charged impurities. Estimates given in Sec. 4 show 
that in uncompensated samples the contribution from 
the exchange mechanism considered by us exceeds ap
preciably the contribution from the spin-orbit mechan
ism connected with the scattering by impurities. 

2. EVALUATION OF THE ELECTRON SPIN 
RELAXATION TIME 

The electron spin relaxation drift time -rg~ (It), which 
we denote by 2'-se(k), is given in the Born approximation 
by the formula 
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'2T.~(k) = 2n'aB' L, 11j)(0) l'ID,",,",(p, p+q) I' (9) 
aa' .,. (5) where 

x 1.(1-10+.)6(e.+e.-8._,-8.+o). 

The arrows indicate here the electron spin states, while 
a and a' are the hole spin indexes. We note once again 
that here 10k and k are the electron energy and momen
tum, Ej) and p the hole energy and momentum, fp =r(Ep) 
the hore distribution function, and 1f!(r) the wave Iunction 
of the relative motion of the electron and the hole. 

We shall in what follows consider the case when the 
hole effective mass is much larger than the electron ef
fective mass, which is usually the case in semiconduct
ors in which optical orientation is studied.!) It is then 
clear that the momentum transfer and the electron mo
mentum are small for Ek ~ Ep compared to the hole mo
mentum and K ~ p. This means that D (p, P + q) depends 
only on the direction of the vector p both for the anni
hilation interaction and for the exchange interaction in 
the hole band. 

However, in this case in the case of Fermi hole de
generacy the hole velocity vh may be either less or lar
ger than the electron velocity ve. 

We consider in what follows two limiting cases: 
a) vh « ve and b) Vh » ve. In those cases the velocity 
of the relative motion is determined either by the elec
tron velocity (a) or by the hole velocity (b). The quantity 
11f!(O )1 4 then depends only on the absolute magnitude of the 
momentum or the relative motion mv. 

It is well known that the value of 11f!(O W for the Cou
lomb potential is determined by the Sommerfeld factor. [7] 

For a screened potential this quantity depends strongly 
on the screening radius Id.[8] When Id « aB we have 
IIfJ(O)1 2 = 1. We consider various limiting cases. 

1) If the holes are not degenerate, using the fact that 
the energy transfer is small compared to Ek when 
me « mh, we find from (5) 

1 1 v. . 
-=--I1jJ(O)'" 
2"(.. 'to Vs 

(6) 

where 

1 1 D.' n 3 D.' 
-=-NUBSs-=--(NaB )-, 

'to 4 EBt. 2 ED 

- 1S 1\"l D.'='7;;t dQ.D.'(p), D.'(p)=z ~ IDra,a',I'. 

(7) 

a,~' 

Here 

E.=1/2maB', s.=na.', v.=1/ma., (8) 

N is the hole density. 

2) If the holes are strongly degenerate so that the 
Fermi energy EF» 10k, T it is convenient to introduce 
in (5) the energy transfer as the variable: 

where cos (J = cos(p, q). After that, replacing everywhere 
except in the Ii-function p by PF and bearing in mind that 
when EF» T 

S de./(e.) [1-/(e.+oo) ] =001 (i_e-W/ T ) , 

o 

we get 
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, n D.'(p) 
v. (P)=2ijiiSB""ET' 

For a strongly degenerate hole gas we have then 
11f!(O)1 4 ~ 1. If the electron velocity is much larger than 
the hole velocity, Le., (EFme/E:kmh)« 1, we find that 
for meEFEk/mhT2« 1 the energy transfer w « T, Ek. 
We then get (see (60)) 

(10) 

If the hole velocity is much larger than the electron ve
locity, i.e., EFme/Ekmh» 1, we have cos (J ~T/qvF 
~ Ve/Vh « 1, i.e., p 1 q. If D~ depends on the direction of 
p, 1/2Tse will in this case depend on the direction of k 
relative to the electron spin direction or the crystal axis 
direction. The quantity <1/2T se> which is averaged over 
all directions of the electron motion is as before deter
mined by D~ from (7). In the case of fast holes we get 
for <1/2Tse) (see (61)) 

< 1) 1 Up ( T )' m. ( e.) 
2';,e =~~ -;; -;;:11 T ' (11) 

where 

n'{ 6 st dY(1-YJfY} 
It(z)=- 1 +-z' ---- . 16 n' 0 1-e-,(t-., 

It follows from (11) that the electron spin relaxation 
time is determined in that case by the larger of the quan
tities T or Ek: we have < 1/ T se> ~ (T / EF)2 when Ek < T 
and <Vrse> ~ (Ek/EF)2 when Ek» T. 

Electron spin relaxation when the holes are strongly 
scattered 

The formulae given above are valid only under the con
ditions where the electron-hole interaction time Tint is 
much smaller than the hole scattering time T and the hole 
spin flip time Tsh' The interaction time Tint = A/V, where 
A is the size of the interaction region, equal to the in
verse of the momentum transfer (for a short-range po
tential) while v is the relative velocity. When me« mh 
and Ek S lOp we have A ~ l/k and when ve > vh when the 
interaction time is determined by the electron velocity 
and Tint = Tfut ~ Ek' the condition Tint < T reduces to 
EkT> 1. When ve « vh the time Tint is determined by 
the hole velocity and equal to Tl1t = l/kvF and the con
dition Tint « T reduces to kl» 1 where 1 = TVF is the 
hole mean free path. The range of values of EkT and 
meEk12 = 12k2 , where the condition Tint < T is satisfied, 
Le.,EkT» 1 or lk» 1 and where Eqs. (10) and (11) 
are valid are indicated in Fig. 1 by the letters a and c, 
respectively. The solid line corresponding to the condi
tion ve = Vh separates the regions of slow and fast holes. 
When Tint» T, Le., when E:kT« 1 and kl « 1, a hole 
manages to be scattered repeatedly during the interac
tion time and its motion in the region A ~ l/k is thus 
diffusive in nature and it traverses this region in a time 
Tl1t = l;Dk2, where D = 1/3vFT is the hole diffusion co
efficient. The boundary between the slow and fast hole re
gions in the quantum region, i.e., when EkT« 1 and 
kl « 1 is the line Tfut/7fnt = 6meD = 1, shown in Fig. 1 
by the dot-dash line. 

When Tint « Tsh the hole spin retains its direction 
during the interaction time. When Tint» T ~h' Le., when 
the conditions EkT sh « 1 and Dk2T sh = l~hk » 1 are 
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'<1'<Sh 

FIG. I. Regions of applicability of the fonnulae for Tse. a, b) slow
hole regions, given by (10), c) fast-hole region given by (1 I), d) diffusion 
region, given by (12), e) region of strong-hole spin relaxation, given by 
(13). 

simultaneously satisfied, the hole spin manages to change 
its direction during the interaction many times and as a 
result the probability that an electron is scattered with 
spin flip is decreased. 

In Sec. 5 below we evaluate the electron spin relaxa
tion time when the holes are strongly scattered by im
purities, when TT < 1, but EFi» 1. In that section we 
give the final formula for various limiting cases. 2) 

In accordance with the calculations the probability for 
the scattering of an electron with spin flip which is de
termined by the quantity (1/TSe> turns out to be propor
tional to the interaction time Tint. For instance, in the 
above considered cases of slow and fast holes the ratio 
of these probabilities is according to (10) and (11) equal 
to VF/vk = Tfnti~t. In the case of strong hole scatter
ing in the slow hole region, i.e., when TfutiTPnt = 6meD 
< 1 and EkTsh < 1 (region b in Fig. 1) Eq. (10) remains 
valid, when~ as in region a, Tin~ = Trnt = E];. In the re
gion T~nt/r'iDt = 6meD > 1 and lShk2» 1 (region d in 
Fig. 1~ the probability for spin flip decreases in com
parison to (10) by a factor ~ 6meD and is given by the 
equation (see (63)) 

(12) 

where 

12(z)=~j ydy lnl 1'/i+1+1 I. 
8n _. e"-1 l'y+1...,.1 

When EWT» 1 we have I2(Ek/T) <:::J 1/41T. 

When EkTsh « 1 and l~hk2 « 1 (region e in Fig. 1) 
the effective interaction time is equal to T sh and the 
quantity (1/Tse> decreases as compared to (10) by an 
amount EkTsh and is given by the formula (see (65)) 

where 

13(Z)=~S~ ydyl'1+Y. 
2n e"-1 -. 

When EtJT» 1 we have Is <:::J 2/51T. 

Spin relaxation of electrons which are scattered by 
bound holes 

(13) 

At low temperatures and not too high hole densities 
the latter are bound to acceptors. Since the original 
Hamiltonian (1) is written in the K-representation it 
is convenient for the calculation of the matrix element 
to expand the hole wave function in a Fourier integral 
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in p. We restrict ourselves here to the case where the 
hole wave function is spherically symmetric and the 
acceptor center is not excited during the scattering, 
while EkT sh» 1. Using the fact that k « ag and K <:::J P 
when me « mh and Ek S EB, we get then after summing 
over K and K' 

(14) 

Here To is determined by the matrix (7) in which N = Na 
is the acceptor density, 

g is the degree of degeneracy of the acceptor center 
ground state. 

3. EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVE SPIN-SPIN 
INTERACTION CONSTANT 

We now evaluate D~ for different cases, expressing 
it in terms of the exchange or the longitudinal-trans
verse annihilation splitting of the excitons. 

In hexagonal crystals for a 1'7 x 1'7 electron-hole 
pair it follows from (2) that 

(15) 

where 6.exch is the exchange splitting between the 1'1 
and 1'2 exciton states. 

For a 1'7 x 1'9 pair 6.1 = 0 and m exch = 0, Le., the 
exchange mechanism does not lead to scattering with 
spin flip. 

Equation (15) is valid also for nondegenerate bands 
in a cubic crystal for which 6.exch is the singlet-triplet 
splitting. 

In a degenerate 1'8 valence band of a cubic crystal 
the hole wave functions transform in the spherical ap
proximation, i.e., when D = v'3"B, like the spherical 
harmonics y~2 with m = ± 1/2 or m = ± 3/2 with the 
quantization axis parallel to p. (When the constants A, 
B, and D have the same Sign, the states with m = ± 3/2 
correspond to the heavy holes.) 

In the spherical approximation the averaging over 
the direction of p is equivalent to averaging over the 
direction of J. Bearing in mind that the Ji under rota
tions transform as the components of a vector we get 
for holes with m = ± 3/2 and m = ± 1/2. 

(16) 

where 6.exch is the exchange splitting between the ex
citon states with J = 1 and J = 2. 

We now consider the annihilation interaction. For 
nondegenerate bands the matrix elements P mn are 
independent of the direction of p and after averaging 
we get: for a 1'7 x 1'9 in hexagonal crystals 

D• 1 • 
.. nn= TIl LlE.l.; 

for a 1'7 x 1'7 electron-hole pair 

(17) 

(18) 

Here 6.E1 and 6.E II are the longitudinal-transverse split
ting of the corres ponding excitons with K II z and K 1 z, 
where z is a principal axis of the crystal. 6.E1I = 0 for 
a 1'7 x 1'9 exciton.) In the quasi-cubic approximation 
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when the crystal splitting is much smaller than the spin
orbit one, we have for the upper r7 band (the one closest 
to the rs band) AEft = 4AEr) = 4/3AEtsl, where AEi9 ) 

is the corresponding splitting for the r7 x rs ~citon, and 
it is clear from (17) and (18) that in that case D~ ann is 
the same for the neighboring r7 and rs bands. For the 
r7 band which due to the spin-orbit interaction is split 
off we have in this approximation ~EII = AE1 = 2/3AE1S ) 

and according to (18) 

D: ann = 1/. ~E~nn. (19) 

where AEann is the difference in energy of the longitudi
nal and the transverse excitons. Equation (19) is also 
valid for nondegenerate bands in cubic crystals, 

The calculation shows that for degenerate bands in a 
cubic crystal, in contrast to the exchange interaction, 
the annihilation interaction is appreciably different for 
heavy and light holes with m = 1: 3/2 and m = ± 1/2. 

(20) 

Here AE is the difference in energy of the longitudi
nal and tFetransverse r7 x r8 excitons. For light holes 
(m = ± 1/2) in the spherical approximation R = 1, and 
for heavy holes R = 0 in the spherical approximation. 
If we use the exact hole functions to evaluate ~ ann 
we can show that for heavy holes 

R< 10-' (DI12B-1) '. 

The annihilation interaction between electrons and 
heavy holes contributes therefore practically nothing to 
the scattering of electrons involving spin flip. 

For holes which are bound to an acceptor the con
stants ~ are the same in the case of a nondegenerate 
band for the exchange interaction as for free holes. 

For a degenerate valence band when the acceptor 
wave function is given by a single smooth s-type func
tion, 

D' - i""I(J) ,5,,5,. 
• excll = ""4 '-'1 L..J + mm'l ="2 '-'1 = 32 '-'excll· (21) 

mm' 

In the case of annihilation radiation and when the ac
ceptor wave function is spherically symmetric we get 
for D~ ann 

(22) 

We note that the contribution of the rumihilation interac
tion to the exchange constants of a bound exciton is de
termined by the same matr,ix (7) which determines in 
(22) the contribution from this interaction to ~ ann' 

As according to (15) D~ ~ 601 and as it follows from 
general considerations for a r7 x rs exciton that 601 =0, 
in scattering by bound holes neither the exchange nor 
the annihilation interaction contribute to~, Le., the 
electron spin does not change in elastic scattering of an 
electron by bound r sholes. 

For a pair from the r7 x r7 bands we have from (22) 
in a hexagonal crystal 

D' 1 'E' 'ann = 72'-' II' 

for nondegenerate bands in a cubic crystal 

D' 1 'E' 'ann = 72 Ll ann1 

and for a degenerate ['8 valence band 
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(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

We note that in those cases where the annihilation and 
exchange interactions give apprOXimately the same con
tribution to I Ds l2 we must take into account the cross 
terms, Le., add the transition matrix elements and af
terwards average the whole thing. For instance, for the 
scattering by bound holes for a pair from the r7 x r7 
bands we have thus in agreement with (34a) from[9] 

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND 
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 

(26) 

It is clear from the formulae given above that owing 
to changes in the nature of the scattering the hole density 
and temperature dependence of the spin relaxation rate 
depends on the degree of degeneracy of the holes ruld 
their spin relaxation time and turns out to be different 
for free and for bound holes. 

It is well known that at not too high acceptor densities, 
when the screening radius ld = (1Ta~/4pF)1/2 is larger 
than the acceptor Bohr radius ~, the holes get bound to 
impurities when the temperature is lowered and at high 
temperatures the hole gas is nondegenerate. In that case, 
taking into account scattering by free and by bound holes 
we get from (6) and (14) 

1 1 N -
-~--X[1+-(IIJl(O)I"-1) ]. 
2Tse To IVa, 

(27) 

where K = v'kk!EB and N/Na is the degree of ionization 
of the acceptors. Here To is determined according to 
(14) by the acceptor density. At low temperatures lIT se 
a:. T '/2 , but already at low degrees of ionization of the ac
ceptors it increases faster as at low temperatures 

, 2n 1 ,2 
IIJl(O)I'= ------. :J> 1. 

x l-e-2.n/)( 

At an appreciable ionization of the impurities, the 
decrease in I </J(0)1 4 with increasing temperature compen
sates for the increase in K. It is clear from (27) that 
l/T se exNa both for a low and for a high degree of ioniza
tion of the impurities, but in the intermediate region the 
increase with density is slower. 

At high impurity densities, when ld S. a~, the impuri
ties are always ionized and for not too high temperatures 
the holes are degenerate. 

For a given hole density and temp erature the appli
cability of the obtained formulae for I/Tse is, as we 
noted earlier, determined by the point with the coordi
nate TEk and ljik 2 in Fig. 1. 

For a fixed density this point moves with increasing 
temperature (Ek ~ T) along a straight line through the 
origin with slope @ = EkT/lhk2 = 1/6meD. If @ < 1, the 
point intersects successively with increasing tempera
ture the regions e, d, c, and a where Eqs. (13), (12), 
(11), and (10) apply, respectively. The temperature de
pendence of I/Tse in these regions has, respectively, 
the form I/Tse <X T 5/2 (e), T 3/2 (d), T2 (c), and T 3/2 (a). 

If, as in the r8 band, Tsh ~ T, there is practically no 
region d. If ® > 1, the point goes directly from the re
gion e to the regions b and a, in which Eq. (13) is valid. 

For fixed temperature and T = constant this point 
moves along a horizontal line. When TT> 1 it moves 
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from the region a where l/Tse 0: Nl/ 3 into the region 
c, where l/Tse is independent of N. When TT < 1 the 
point moves from the region b or e, where l/Tse 0: N1/3 , 

into the region dlwhere according to (12) l/Tse decreases 
with increasing N, and after that enters the region c, i.e., 
in that case the N-dependence of l/Tse may be nonmono
tonic. 

As an example we have evaluated the value of l/T se 
for GaAs which is often used in optical orientation ex
periments. The basic parameters of this crystal are 
given in the Table. The critical density corresponding 
to the condition ld = a~ equals 1 x 1018 cm-3 for GaAs. 
We made the calculations for two densities. Nl = 1017 
cm- 3 and N2 = 4 X 1019 cm-3 • 

For the density Nl = 1017 cm- 3 the temperature depen
dence of l/Tse was calculated from (27). For N = N2 
= 4 X 1019 cm-3 l/T se was given by Eq. (13) in the tem
perature range 0 to 20 K, by Eq. (11) from ~ 20 to 
~ 100 K, and by Eq. (10) for 100 K 'S T S, 350 K. 

In the calculations we took the hole spin relaxation 
time in the degenerate band to be the same as the trans
port time T which for N = N2 equals T = 2.4(E~rl. The 
condition EkT> 1 is for N = N2 satisfied when Ek ~ T 
> 10 K. In Fig. 2 we have plotted the ratio Tt/2Tse, 
where T/I' is the value of To for N = 1017 cm-3 • According 
to (7) and (16) for GaAs 

1I-ro'",S·1O'(tl. exch /10-' eV)2, 

where ~exch is the exchange splitting of the exciton, 
i.e., the difference in energy of the states with J = 1 and 
J= 2. (As we mentioned earlier, the annihilation inter
action does not contribute significantly in this case to 
~.) 

There are no reliable data on the magnitude of 
~exch in GaAs. If we take in accordance with [10, 11) 

~xch = 5 x 10- 5 eV, we get l/T* = 3 X lOB S-I. Accord
ing to Fig. 2 the quantity l/Tse then exceeds 3 x 1010 S-1 
for N = 4 X 1019 cm-3 , while for N = 1017 cm- 3 we have 
1/2Tse ~ 3 x 109 S-I, i.e., in both cases the mechanism 
considered leads to short electron spin relaxation times 
which may be comp arable with or even less than the 
life time. Estimates show that the spin relaxation time 
T~g, which is connected with the scattering by impuri
ties and caused by the spin-orbit interaction, turns out 
for a screened Coulomb potential to be in GaAs about 
two orders of magnitude larger than the spin relaxation 
time T~~ch connected with the exchange interaction and 

m, 

I .5!. ) " ,··4-10" cmL. I ,,'x vila vi" A a~J' ,\ m, m, " 'R,me 'B,me nli , 

-:.~;,.mev I KF·cm~l 
6.6.10-·1 0.45 H1.4 I I 27 I 1 !')~ ) I HI 1 HI1 I HI' 

r:;/2'1'" 
I 

/1/ 
! 

In! 
I 

500 

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence 
of the electron spin relaxation time in 
GaAs for hole concentrations Nt = 1017 
cm-3 (curve I, left-hand scale) and 

2 j 
~----=--'---o;L _----L-.L_J 250 

200 300 T. K 

N2 = 4 X 1019 cm-3 (curve 2, right
hand scale), T6 is the value of To for 
N = Nl from (7). 
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becomes less than ~~ch for ~exch < 3 x 10-6 eV. In 
semiconductors with a nondegenerate valence band the 
spin relaxation time connected with the annihilation in
teraction is always less than T~~ when me < mh' 

5. EVALUATION OF THE ELECTRON SPIN 
RELAXATION TIME WHEN HOLES ARE STRONGLY 
SCATTERED BY IMPURITIES 

In this section we derive a kinetic equation to de
scribe the electron spin relaxation due to holes and 
give a derivation of Eqs. (12) and (13). We shall assume 
that TEF» 1 and TeiEk:>;> 1, where Tei is the electron 
relaxation time due to impurities. As me « mh, the 
quantity TT can be small here. 

We use Keldysh's technique.[12] We consider the case 
of simple spherical bands with a hole-impurity inter
action Hamiltonian of the form 

,u'rt,=u.(r)+u,(r) (SI), (28) 

S is the impurity spin operator and J the hole spin op
erator. We shall assume the holes to be strongly degen
erate. 

We use (9) to introduce the electron and hole Green 
function matrices G{3{3'(Xl, X2) and o/aa'(x1 , X2). We shall 
assume that only the electrons are polarized as far as 
1:-he spin is concerned and that G{3{3' = 0, if {3 I {3' while 
:#aa' oc 0aa" According to (9) each of the components 
G{3 == G{3{3 is a matrix 

G ( )_ (G~'''(XI'X') Gp'+)(X"X2») 
~ X" X2 - G~'-) (XI' X2) Cpt,) (x" x,) • 

(29) 

The matrix r1a (Xl, X2) has a similar form. In zeroth or
de)' )in lhe interaction the electron Green functions 
G~± (k) are of the form 

Gt') (k)= G:+) (k)= 2ni j.pll(B,-f .• ), 

Go''') (k)= Gt) (k)"~-2ni(1-j.p)ll(e,-e.), (30) 

The Dyson equation for the electrons when they are scat
tered by holes have the form 

i {) - •• 2: "',TtGp(k, t)= Hi2:p(k, t)Gp(k, t). (31) 

Here the Ti are Pauli matrices acting in the space of the 
Green functions (29). In (31) we have changed to the 
average time t = (t1 + t 2)/2 and the coordinate differences 
1:- = tl - t z, r-= r, - r2 and Fourier transformed with res
pect to the time ~and coordinate differences. A graphical 
expression for ~ is given in Fig. 3. 

According toll2 ] it is sufficient to write down the real 
part of the Dyson equation for G({l(k) and integrate it 
over E e to obtain the kinetic equation for the electrons: 

!~"- = 1m J d2~ [~:+) (k)Gi-) (k)- ~r) (k)G;+) (k) J. (32) 

To evaluate ~&)(k) it is necessary to find the explicit 
form of the function ~(P) taking into acco\}ll"t the scatte:.:
ing by impurities. The Green functions '§\CJ(p) and '§(±)(P) 
are connectEld with th~ retard.ed function r1(r}(p) and the 
function '§(p)(P) = '§(+}(P) + r1(-)(p) through the relations 

~'d (p) =Re ~,,) (p)+'/,!f'P)(p) , 

(33) 

If we, therefore, perform a unitary transformation on 
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FIG. 3 

==== po< ---+ pO<. 

FIG. 4 

FIG. 3. Self-energy part for the electron-hole interaction. 
FIG. 4. Dyson equation for the hole Green functions. 

the hole Dyson equation (Fig. 4) using[9) U = (1 + iTy)!$, 
we get 

(34) 

where ~p = (P2 - p~)2mh, and ~(r)(p) satisfies the equa
tion 

~(d _ iN '"' w " 1 . (p)- - '4 1 (p-p) I e-s.'-i:!:(') (p') , 
• 

(35) 

Iw(p..cp') 1'= I u,(p-p')I'+'/,8(8+1) lu,(p-p') I', (36) 

Ni is the total impurity density. 

The solution of (35) is 

1 1 3nN fa~J 
~(d = -_, -=--N, -lw(e}I', 

2't' 't' 2 eF 4n 
(37) 

where T is the hole relaxation time. We included the im
aginary part of ~ (r), which is practically independent of 
p , in the renormalization of the chemical potential. 

Thus 

The equation for ~(P)(p) is of the form 

~(.) (p) =iQ(p) I~(d (p) I', 

where 

Q(p)=-iN, E Iw(p-p') I'~(·)(p'). 

.' 
From (38) to (40) we find an equation for ~(P)(p): 

N, '"' ~(.) (p, e) = (e-s.) '+1I4't"4...1 I w(p-p') I' ~(.) (p', e), 

" 
the solution of which is of the form 

~(.) (pe) =2ni[2/(e) -1]t, (e-s.), 
(2n't') -. 

A(e-6.)= (e-s.)'-/-'1/4't" 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

f(E) is an arbitrar,y function of E. This function is deter
mined by the inelastic collisions with phonons. When there 
are no external fields f (c) is the equilibrium distribution 
function f(E) = (eE/ T + If'. Using Eq. (33) we get 

~(+) (p) =2ni/(e) A (e-s.), ~(-)(p) =--2ni[ 1-/(e)]A (e-s.). (43) 

We note that, using (33), (38), and (43), we can write 
the Green function matrix in the form 

~(p)= ( tee) 
/(8)-1 

fee) )~(")(p)_~(.)(p) (/(e)-l 
l(e)-1 /(e)-1 

=A~(')(p)-~(,) (p). 

fee) ) 
/(e.) (44) 

We need this repr~sentation in what follOWS, :9'(a) is the 
advanced Green function, ~(a)(p) =~(r)*(p). 

To find the vertex part which describes the inter
ference of the scattering of holes by impurities and 
by an electron we must sum the diagrams shown in 
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j 
, 

FIG. 5. Diagram equation for the vertex part. 

Fig. 5. We can then neglect the diagrams with inter
secting impurity lines as they are small in the parameter 
l/r eF « 1.' The integral equation for the vertex function 
K(imm'j) (p + q, a I p, Oi') is of thE!iorm 

K(imm'j) (p+q, alp, a') = ~(;m) (p+q) 't',(mm') ~(m'J) (p) V,(q) (oJ ••. ) 

+ N, E ~(;" (p+q)'t';")K(lmm"') (p,+q, ~Ip .. ~')'t':" ~(";J(p) (45) 
PI,P,P' 

X{lllo(p-p,) I' 8 •• 8.,., +Iu, (p-p,) I' S •• S •.•. }. 

As the inhomogeneous term of the equation has the spin 
structure crJaa , the solution must be of the form 

K(;mm'!)(p+q, alp, a') =V,(q)M(;mm'!) (oJ .... ). (46) 

Substituting (46) into (45) we get the equation 

M«mm'!) (p+qlp) = ~«m) (p+q)'t';mm')~(m'j)(p) 

+ N; E ~«" (p+,) 't'," M(lmm"'){p,+qlp,)'t':'I' ~("J) (p) (47) 
J',ll' 

x{lu, (p-p,) I' - '/,,s (8+1) lu, (p-p,) I');' 

The matrix element M(2112)(p + qlp) which is summed 
over p occurs in the kinetic equation. As the integral of 
two retarded functions vanishes we can look for the so
lution for M(imm'j)(p + ql p) as only term proportional 
to products of an advanced and a retarded function. It is 
thus convenient to write the solution of (47) in the form 

M,'mm'" (p+q Ip) =A'm (e+w)Bm·! (e)'t'~m' M, (p+qlp)~(") (p+q)~(') (p) 

. (48) 
+B;m (e+w)Am'!(e) 't',mm M, (p+qlp)~(') (p+q)~(') (p). 

Using for ~(p) the representation (44), bearing in mind 
that AT zA = A, BTZB = -B, while AT zB = BTzA = 0, and 
dropping terms containing products of only retarded or 
advanced functions, we get two equations for M, (p +ql p) 
and M2 (p +qlp): 

M,(p+qlp)=-~(') (p+q)~(d(p) { 1-N; EM,(p,+qlp,) ., 
X[lu,(p-p,) I' -'/,8(8+1) lu, (p-p,) I'] }. '(49) 

M,(p+qlp) =-~(.) (p+q)~(") (p) {1-N, EM,(p.+qlp,) ., 
x [Iuo(p-p,) I' - '/,8(8+1) lu, (p-p,) I' }. (50) 

It follows from (49) and (50) that M, (p + ql p) =M~(p +ql p). 
The matrix element has the form 

M("'" (p+q Ip) =-[ 1-/(dw) ]/(e)·2 HeM, (p+qlp). (51) 

As 

~t) Uc)c-2i,", 1V.I'f ,~C!l-J ~lo,,·J.a·I'M("J2)(p+qlp)G~.') (k-q). 
~ 2:rt 2:rt (52) 
0:0:'13' 

we get, substituting (52) into (30) and using (30), (42), 
(48), and (51), summing over the hole spin states a, a' 
and integrating over E, the following expression for the 
drift term in the collision integral: 

( D/. r.) ,'"' ,+Soo clw 1 
Dt con=-2:rt 4...1 I V,(q) I 2n Trw/T ) 

qF""' .. , (53 
x 1m X (to, q) /.,(1-/.- •.• ·)6 (w- ed'e.-.), 

where 
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IV,(q) I'~ IVo(q) I' E (O",Jaa ,), (54) 
aa' 

and 

When obtaining (53) we used the fact that ~oRe 
M\(p + qlp) is independent of E and depends only on w,q. 

To solve Eq. (49) we shall assume that the potential 
for the scattering of a hole by impurities is a short
range one so that the scattering amplitude is independent 
of the angles. One can then easily solve Eq. (49) and 
after simple calculations we get for Imx(w, q) the fol
lowing expression: 

where 

3 N 
ImX«(J),q)~-2 -(J)'1«(J),q), 

SF 
(55) 

'1«(J), q)~Re[T".-I-'c'+r.h-'1-', (56) 
1 +1 dx 1 l-i«(J),-ql) 

Too. ~2 J -i«(J)-quF x)+1/, 2iqUF In l-i«(J),+ql) (57) 
-1 

Here 

is the hole spin relaxation time due to impurities. 

We turn now to the calculation of the average electron 
spin relaxation time. For a non-degenerate electron gas 
we get from (53) and (56) 

1 3 N +~ 
( -2-)=-2 -IV.I' ~ J d(J)-(J)-T]«(J),q)6«(J)-eo+ek-q). (58) 

't',. ell' i....J 1_e-u/f'. 
q -~ , 

As T ___ 00 and Tsh -+ 00 

+, 
'1«(J),q)=ReT •• = ; S 6 «(J)-qu,.x)dx. (59) 

Substituting (59) into (58) we get a formula which is the 
same as Eq. (9) introduced above (we have here in (58) 
and (59) dropped the term q2/2mh which occurs in (9) as 
it is small compared to w or qVF in the parameter 
me/mh when vF» ve , or in the parameter k/p when 
vF« ve)' When VF« ve, we can when Iwl « Ek, T let 
in (58) and (59) W ___ 0, i.e., assume 7] = 1TO(W). We then 
get, integrating over w and changing from a summation 
over q to a summation over k' = k - q, 

(-!:-)=~ lIN~IV.I'E6(e.'-eo), (60) 
... T.. By k' 

whence (10) follows after integration. 

When VF» Ve in (58) and (59) x~Ve/VF« 1 are the 
important values. We can thus extend the integration 
over x in (59) from - 00 to + 00. Then 7] = 1T /2qvF and 

( 1 ) _ 311 N I V I' \'1 so'-eo { ( 80'-e.) }-' 2Z - 4 e.u. • ~ Ik'-kl exp -T- -1 , 
0' 

(61) 

from which (11) follows after simple transformations. 

We now turn to the general Eqs. (58) and (57) and 
make more precise the regions in Fig. 1 where Eqs. (9) 
to (11) are valid and consider the case when these for
mulae are inapplicable. 

We consider first the region where 1"k2 ~ 1, i.e., 
qVF» l/T. In the case of fast holes in that region 
qVF/w ~ vF/Ve » 1. We can thus neglect in (57) all 
terms except qVFx. It then follows from (57) and (56) 
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that 7] = Tw = 1T/2qvF whence follows (61). Hence, Eqs. 
(61) and (11~ are valid in the whole fast-hole region, 
independent of the values of TT and TshT. In the slow
hole case Ek» qVF ~ w » l/T for 1"k2 » 1. In this re
gion 7](w, q) is thus determined by Eq. (59) and Tse by 
Eqs. (60) and (10). 

We consider now the region 12k2« 1. 

Expanding Eq. (57) in a series in q1/(1- iWT) we get 

(62) 

where D = 1/3vFT. When 1» l2k2» T/rsh or Dq2 »Tsh 
we can neglect the term l/T sh in this formula. When 
6meD ~ 1, i.e., in region d where WT ~ TT« 1, 
Dq2 ~ Dk2» w ~ Ek, 7] = 1/Dq2, 

( _1 )=2.~~ \'1 e:'-e,', {exp(e.,-ek) -1}-', (63) 
2,,, 2 e. D ~ Ik -kl T 

whence follows (12). 

When 6meD « 1 the characteristic values w ~ Dk2 
« Ek and then WT ~ 12k2« 1. Therefore, in the whole 
band T /T sh « 12k2« 1 we may assume, indep endent of 
the magnitude of TT, that 7] = 1TO(W) in (58) and (62) as a 
result of which we are again led to (60). 

In the region where [2k2 « T /T sh we can, on the other 
hand, neglect the term Dq 2 in comp arison with T~h and, 
hence, in this region 

T]=Re( -i(J)+1/,.h) _to (64) 

When T sh « l/w ~ l/T we can also drop in (64) the 
term iw and assume that 7] ~ T sh' We then get from (58) 

(65) 

Whence follows (13). 

When Tsh» l/T the important values are w ~Tsb « T 
and, hence, again 7] ~ 1T1i(W) as a result of which we get 
again (60), independent of the magnitude of TT. Equations 
(60) and (10) are thus valid in the whole of the slow hole 
regions (a) and (b). 

In conclusion the authors thank Y. I. Perel' and E. I. 
Rashba for useful discussions. 

1)ln semiconductors with a degenerate valence band we take into account 
in this case only the scattering by the heavy holes, since the light-hole 
density is smaiL 

2)In Sec. 5 we consider the scattering of holes by a short-range potential, 
equivalent to a strongly screened Coulomb potential when the drift 
time for relaxation is then the same as the transport time. When the 
scattering is by a not strongly screened Coulomb potential, we shall 
assume that T is the transport time. 
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